Distributed GSM - Feature #4253
in mDNS socket rx, implicitly drop own messages sent out instead of receiving and parsing
11/08/2019 12:03 AM - neels

Status: Resolved          Start date: 11/08/2019
Priority: Low             Due date:
Assignee: osmith          % Done: 0%
Category:
Target version:

Description

Related issues:
Has duplicate Distributed GSM - Feature #4357: mDNS: don't receive requests s... Resolved 01/10/2020

History

#1 - 11/08/2019 12:23 AM - neels
- Priority changed from Normal to Low

#2 - 11/29/2019 11:54 AM - neels
for now we simply don't error-log when the response listener receives a request, and the mslookup client internally ignores responses that don't match any pending request.

#3 - 04/28/2020 02:28 PM - neels
- Status changed from New to Resolved
the current implementation seems sufficient. If it turns out different, we'll open a new issue.

#4 - 04/28/2020 02:51 PM - neels
- Has duplicate Feature #4357: mDNS: don't receive requests sent by self added